Universal Clamping System & Accessories

Universal Clamping System
392000 16” to 19” Mounting Bracket
392001 19” to 22” Mounting Bracket
392002 22” to 25” Mounting Bracket
392003 25” to 28” Mounting Bracket
392004 28” to 31” Mounting Bracket
For use with EZ Liner or other pulling systems to which mounting brackets attach.

Universal Adapter Tube and Clamp Jaws For UAS Stand
509006
Four specially designed adapter tubes fit within Universal Anchoring Stands. Adapter tubes not only allow use of clamping system accessories on EZ Liner repair systems but also position vehicle at datum height required for Universal Measuring System usage.
Weight: 73 lbs. (32.85 kg)

Datum Height Clamping Adapter
519330
Set of four adjustable plates used in conjunction with basic anchoring stands to secure various vans and sport utility vehicles either 2-inches (50mm) or 3-inches (75mm) above datum height for installation of Universal Measuring System.
Weight: 44 lbs. (19.8 kg)

Half Clamp Assembly
519600
Set of four half-sized clamps (two left/two right) that are used in conjunction with existing pinch weld clamps. Allows anchoring stand to straddle minor obstructions along vertical pinch weld.
Includes:
518700 - Half Clamp, left / 518701 - Half Clamp, right
Weight: 4 lbs. (1.8 kg)

Special UAS Stand
499106 Single without tube
499107 Set of 4 with tubes
509000 Single tube
509006 Set of 4 tubes
Set of four anchoring stands to be installed at corners of vehicle’s center section. When used in conjunction with mounting brackets, these stands provide positive anchoring of unitized body vehicles.
**Universal Anchoring System (Metric)**

702083 - Set of 4 Stands (EZ Liner)

For use with EZ Liner Repair Systems.

Set of four anchoring units to be installed at the corners of the vehicle’s center section.

Weight: 176 lbs. (79.2 kg)

---

**BMW Clamping Adapters (3, 7, 8) With Side Jack Lifting Holes**

519070*

Set of four adapters (two front and two rear) used to secure vehicles with jack tubes and lift pad fixture holes in rocker (sill) panels. Round spacers and flats shown in photo.

Weight: 70 lbs. (31.5 kg)

---

**Tall Anchoring Stand**

673688 - 1 Stand

Allows anchoring of high ground clearance vehicles. Allows adjustment of tubes to vehicle’s datum height or other appropriate measuring height.

Weight: 58 lbs. (26.10 kg)

---

**BMW Clamping Adapters (3, 5, Z3) Without Side Jack Lifting Holes**

519638*/ 519639* BMW (x3) adapter add-on pkg.

Set of large and small angle supports, spacers, oval hole attachments and assorted clamp jaws designed to mount to holes at bottom of rocker panels. Clamp jaws secure either horizontal or vertical pinch welds near holes in rocker panel. Includes storage box.

Weight: 64 lbs. (28.8 kg)

---

**Pinch Weld Clamps With Clamp Bar Assembly**

611952

One each. Standard pinch weld mounting clamps and bar for UAS.

Requires anchoring tube (Part No. 532241)

Weight: 19 lbs. (8.55 kg)

---

**Anchoring Pin With Rocker Attachment Set**

676561

Set of four. Secures vehicles with jack tubes and lift pad fixture holes in rocker (sill) panels. (BMW - 1995 and earlier)

Weight: 36 lbs. (16.2 kg)
SPECIALTY CLAMPING SYSTEMS

Drain Channel Spacer
519630

Set of eight specially designed spacers for use on European vehicles with drain channels located on pinch weld. Spacers ensure that bottom of rocker panels sit flush with anchoring stands.
Weight: 10 lbs. (4.5 kg)

Mercedes Adapter Package
519558*

Set of four specially designed anchoring adapters for holding all Mercedes with side jacking tubes and bottom fixture holes.
Weight: 75 lbs. (33.75 kg)

Corvette Adapters
539518

Set of four. Secures vehicles with jack tubes in rocker (sill) panels.
(Mercedes - 1992 and earlier)
Weight: 50 lbs. (22.5 kg)

Corvette Adapters (UMS)
539516*

Set of four. Secures vehicles with drain channels located on pinch weld. Spacers ensure that bottom of rocker panels sit flush with anchoring stands.
Weight: 10 lbs. (4.5 kg)

Universal Honda Adapter
519300*

Set of four specially designed clamping adapters for anchor- ing vehicles with vertical jack tabs and horizontal pinch welds.
(Honda/Accord/Acura)
Weight: 74 lbs. (33.3 kg)

Corvette Adapters
539526*

Set of four angle brackets and oval hole inserts designed to mount to holes at bottom of rocker panels.
(Chevrolet Corvette - 1997 to current)
Weight: 24 lbs. (10.8 kg)
**Saturn/Opel Omega Clamp**
519610*

Set of four specially designed clamps that can be reversed dependent upon configuration of pinch weld lip.  
Weight: 11 lbs. (4.95 kg)

**Clamp Bar Adapter Set, 90 Degrees**
674160

Set of four. Bolt attachments allow clamp bar to be mounted at a 90 degree angle.  
Weight: 6 lbs. (2.7 kg)

**Clamp Jaw, Low Profile**
498106 – One

A specially designed clamp jaw used in conjunction with small angle supports to secure horizontal pinch welds.  
Weight: 3 lbs. (1.36 kg)

**Special Clamp Jaw PP**
519650

Set of two specially designed clamps that fasten to pinch weld at front of center section. Deep cavity allows clamp to reach over lip of oval hole at point of attachment.  
(Chrysler Cirrus/Dodge Stratus, Mustang Convertible.)  
Weight: 6 lbs. (2.7 kg)

**Volkswagen Spacers**
519620

Set of four specially designed spacers (two right/two left) used in conjunction with system’s standard clamp jaws when attaching to Volkswagen pinch welds. Spacers ensure that bottom of rocker panels sit flush with anchoring stands.  
(VW Polo - European model only)  
Weight: 2 lbs. (.91 kg)
SPECIALTY CLAMPING SYSTEMS

**Porsche UAS Clamping Adapters**

**519047***
Includes Part Nos. 519030, 519042, 519045
(See following item photos)

Clamping adapters and front supports for Chief’s Universal Anchoring Stands.
Weight: 22 lbs. (9.9 kg)

---

**Porsche Front Support**

**519030***
Set of two specially designed brackets (right and left) that support wide rocker (sill) panels at front of center section.
(For all Porsche 911 models)
Weight: 15 lbs. (6.81 kg)

---

**Porsche Rear Mount Adapter Tube for UAS**

**519042*** – For ’88 Porsche and earlier

Set of two specially designed anchoring stands (right/left) that bolt directly to fixture holes in vehicle’s body at rear of center section.
(Porsche 911 models - 1984-1988)
Weight: 33 lbs. (14.85 kg)

---

**Porsche Rear Mount Adapter Tube for UAS**

**519045 ***– For ’89 Porsche to current

Set of two specially designed anchoring stands (right/left) that clamp to slanted pinch welds at rear of vehicle’s center section.
(Porsche 911 models - 1989 to present)
Weight: 22 lbs. (9.9 kg)

---

**X-Body Clamping Adapter**

**309500**

A specially designed clamping adapter that supports irregularly shaped rocker (sill) panels directly above pinch weld clamp. Adapter ensures bottom of rocker panel sits flush with anchoring stand.
Sold individually.
Weight: 1 lb. (.45kg)
A specially designed clamping adapter that supports irregularly shaped rocker (sill) panels directly above pinch weld clamp. Adapter ensures bottom of rocker panel sits flush with anchoring stand.

Sold individually.

Weight: 1 lb. (.45 kg)

---

Complete package of specially designed anchoring adapters for holding Nissans without pinch welds.

Weight: 34 lbs. (15.3 kg)

---

Designed for 28-32mm holds. Used on various European vehicles.

Weight: 48 lbs. (21.77 kg)